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Hypothesis:
Podcast listeners who interact with other users have a better overall experience.

Key New Feature to Test Hypothesis: Stitcher Highlights 
Save and share the best moments of a podcast with friends and colleagues.

Goals:  
• Be the first podcast platform to enable listeners to bookmark and share highlights of 
podcast episodes, through an easy and fun process. 

• Generate visually rich, type-driven images or animated gifs to encourage click-through 
and re-sharing.

• Cater to the busy, discerning, intellectually curious listener whom others rely on for 
recommendations. 

• Increase existing user engagement and enjoyment, and introduce and convert new 
users to the Stitcher platform. 

• Start with simple personal/social sharing to prove the concept. In future versions, build 
out more advanced in-app collaboration and discovery functionality. 

The Project

Stitcher 

Stream the latest in news, sports, 
talk, and entertainment radio 
anywhere, on demand. Stitcher is 
the easiest way to discover the 
best of over 40,000+ radio shows, 
live radio stations and podcasts.

Note: For the purpose of this project, the proposed solution in this deck refers solely to the Android mobile phone experience.  Assume Android tablet, iOS phone/tablet, desktop, additional email clients, etc. would also be considered.



Research
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Podcasting: 
• The percentage of Americans who had listened to a podcast in early 2015 almost doubled from 

2008, from 9% to 17% (46 million Americans) by January of 2015.

• One-third (33%) of all Americans aged 12 and up say they have listened to at least one podcast.

• Awareness of podcasting among Americans aged 12 and up has more than doubled since 2006 
(when measured at 22%). Overall awareness of podcasting is increasing at a modest pace, with 
roughly half (49%) of Americans aged 12 and up aware of podcasting by early 2015, up only 
slightly since 2010 (45%).

Literature 
Research

Source: Edison Research & Triton Digital: The Podcast Consumer 2015 report
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Podcast Listeners: 
• Educated: 56% of podcast listeners (aged 18 and up) have at least a college degree, of which 31% 

have post-graduate schooling. 29% of podcast listeners (aged 18 and up) have 1-3 years of college.

• Affluent: 36% of podcast listeners (aged 18 and up) have household incomes of $75K+/year.

• All ages: Podcast listeners are reasonably split between the ages of 12-64.

• Across genders: The podcast audience is 50% men and 50% women.

• Mobile: 95% of podcast listeners own a smartphone; 64% of podcast users listen on their mobile 
devices and 58% connect their smartphone to a car audio system.

• Socially Connected: 56% of podcast listeners use social media sites at least once a day to several 
times a day.

• Audiophiles: Podcast listeners spend an average of 6 hours and 8 minutes each day consuming 
audio (of which 30% is dedicated to podcasts) compared to the average American’s 4 hours and 4 
minutes.

Source: Edison Research & Triton Digital: The Podcast Consumer 2015 report

Literature 
Research
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App Platform

Pocket Casts Android, iOS

TuneIn Radio Android, iOS


Podcast Addict Android


BeyondPod
 Android


Doggcatcher Android

Podkicker Android

Overcast iOS

Podcasts iOS


Castro iOS


Downcast iOS


Due to the short length of the project, this is just a quick overview of the competition but not intended to be an 
exhaustive analysis.

• In general, podcast app functionality tends to be fairly basic. New elements being touted include slick 
design interfaces and audio features to increase voice levels and reduce listening time. Some apps are 
basically glorified Internet radio players, without much ability to manage podcasts.

• Convenience is key with users, who prefer apps that automatically download the next episode in a series 
so they are ready for listening pre-commute or workout.

• As the default player on iOS, the Apple Podcasts app is a no-brainer choice for the average listener.

• Most podcast apps have some kind of sharing function, but the users I interviewed didn’t even know that it 
existed. To my knowledge, no apps have the ability to save and share highlights of 
podcast episodes.  

• Discovery features exist on most apps, but users generally find them too broad or they don’t trust the 
suggestions to be more than just paid promotions.

• As with any type of app, users expect and prefer a stable and reliable experience. Side note: based on user 
reviews and personal testing, Stitcher could stand to work out some bugs in order to re-instill confidence 
in its user base.

• Some podcast apps also have desktop players with varying degrees of user experience (and fee structure).

• Major podcasts have their own player apps, while some podcasts are still only available from the host 
website via streaming (libsyn, SoundCloud, iTunes) or download.

Some Popular Mobile  
Podcast Apps

Only Android and iOS were included as they have the most mobile phone market share.

Competition 
Research
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User 

Interviews

Suzanne Simon Mindy Mike

Location PDX by way of Australia, 
India, NYC, and Virginia

NYC by way of Philly, 
Glasgow, and Hong Kong NYC by way of Michigan NYC by way of DC

Demographics  32 year old female, MBA, 
strategist

45 year old male, BA, 
musician

33 year old female, BA, writer 
and comedian

40 year old male, MA, 
teacher and SxSWedu 
advisory board member

Favorite Podcasts
Planet Money, This American 
Life, Radiolab, Serial, Charles 

Eisenstein: A New and 
Ancient Story, On Being

The Nerdist, James Bonding, 
Radiolab, Bill Maher, 

Meditation Oasis, Clocktower

Radiolab, Serial, You Made It 
Weird, This American Life, 

Savage Lovecast, The Moth, 
Ask Me Another

This American Life, Radiolab, 
On the Media, Meet the 

Press, WTF, Bill Nye, Here’s 
the Thing, Funny or Die

App Podcasts on iOS Podcasts on iOS Podcasts on iOS Podcasts on iOS

Listener Type
Regular listener, early 

adopter, listens on bike 
commute or when doing 

housework

Regular listener, late adopter, 
listens at home when bored

Regular listener, early 
adopter, listens on subway 
commute and when doing 

housework

Regular listener, early 
adopter, listens when running 
and during driving commute

This data is from actual user interviews I conducted. Photos are for presentation only and do not correspond to the actual interviewees.
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Podcast Listeners Care About Learning 

• Simon: “Podcasts are an intellectual pursuit. Listening to a podcast is a choice.”

• Mike: “Podcasts are for curious minds. I listen to podcasts because I like mental 
stimulation and want to spend my spare time educating myself.  A podcast has to 
improve me or change my world.”

• Suzanne: “Podcasts make learning easy and effortless.”

User 

Insights

Quotes from actual user interviews
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Podcast Listeners are Discerning & Have Limited Time 

• Mindy: “Trying out a new podcast is an investment in time so I usually only follow 
recommendations from a few trusted, like-minded friends.”

• Suzanne: “I choose podcasts based on recommendations from people I trust. I only 
have so much time and it’s a dedication to commit to a new podcast. It has to be 
better than something else I was already listening to.”

• Mike: “I will only listen to a podcast if the writing is smart and there is a well-
constructed narrative. News is such a commodity, I only subscribe if I am getting 
something I can’t get somewhere else. Special = everything.”

Quotes from actual user interviews

User 

Insights
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Podcast Listeners Seek Authenticity 

• Mike: “There is an intimacy in podcasts that doesn’t exist in other contemporary 
interview forms. The host and guest are able to have an incredibly private conversation 
when the audience is hearing but not seeing.” 

• Simon: “Conversations aren’t formulaic so guests are way more open - they don’t 
even realize when the recorded interview has begun.  The hosts also often reveal 
personal experiences that listeners can relate to.”

• Mindy: “Interviews on podcasts are refreshing because the guests seem more 
comfortable and natural without an overly rehearsed script or a camera staring them 
in the face.”

Quotes from actual user interviews

User 

Insights



Ideate
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Feature 

Brainstorm Community Engagement: Build a stronger relationship between fans, as well as between 

the host and the community, with social engagement between episodes.  

• Hosts provide supporting, theme-related content (articles, photos, etc.) 
• Community forums for listener discussions and input
• Listeners rate/review podcasts and episodes
• Opportunities for listeners to submit questions/comments directly to the podcast host  

(ex:  Tim Ferriss drunk dial a fan, Reddit live questions, etc.)

The Breakdown: 

Fans of shows such as Serial interact enthusiastically on social media… 

But, interviews revealed that listeners like enjoying the podcast experience without the distraction 
of user comments…  

Also, hosts already provide themed content on their own websites, so it’s a harder sell for them to 
create additional original/unique content for Stitcher, or it would be a significant effort to take on 
internally… 
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Discovery: Improve the recommendation engine to be more specific and create a reliable 
and automated way to discover influencers and find like-minded listeners. 

• Categorize shows in Browse Shows using much more specific and focused buckets
• Listeners star episodes and create playlists of episodes (stations can remain for shows) 
• Hosts add tags to episodes for improved searching, and listeners add their own tags to episodes 

when saving to their playlists
• Browse other users’ playlists based on tags
• Match users based on most closely aligned episode listening history or saved episodes, etc.
• Suggest playlists to listeners

The Breakdown: 

Interviews indicated that listeners would be interested in trusted recommendations and are 
selective about choosing which episodes in a new podcast to listen to… 
 
But, listeners do not have much time to explore shows outside of their regular podcasts…

Feature 

Brainstorm

Note: I noticed later that on stitcher.com they have gone more in this direction, but I would recommend improving upon that to be more personalized, and integrating into the mobile and desktop platforms. 

http://stitcher.com


Highlights:  
Save and share the best moments of a podcast with friends and colleagues 
  
The Breakdown: 

Target users already save and share specific segments of media: 
• Capturing and sharing passages from Medium
• Capturing and sharing quotes from Kindle reader
• Copying and pasting a relevant paragraph from an article to include in an email share w/ the URL 
• Live-tweeting speaker soundbites, and including in event recap articles
• Colleagues creating private, collaborative lists/notebooks/boards on Pocket, Evernote, Pinterest

But… they are currently inhibited by the labor-intensity of doing so for podcasts: 
• One interviewee actually tracked down the transcript of a podcast episode to copy and paste a 

segment for someone interested in the topic. But this level of effort is seldom undertaken!
• Another interviewee occasionally jots down inspirational quotes from podcasts but usually can’t 

be bothered as it takes away from her listening experience and it’s too hard to find them later.

Other media platforms are introducing similar ways to engage: 
• Snapchat just introduced profile URLs to access profiles and view content via a desktop view
• SoundCloud allows paying users to add comments (and now, emojis) along a track timeline
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Decided Feature

Direction

Voila! 

Podcast listeners are intellectually 
curious and very specific about what 
they share, and with whom.  

They are in the habit of bookmarking 
inspirational content, and podcasts 
contain serious nuggets. But listeners 
require an easier way to point others to 
these moments.  

Highlights also serve as teasers to allow 
listeners to explore an episode without 
committing to the entire show. 

And we want to be the first to offer 
Highlights!



Feature Description & Roadmap
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Feature Roadmap

V1 
Basic User Profile
• User types: listener and host (ex: Spotify artists)
• Option to add avatar (or pull in from Facebook/Google)
• Section for saved highlights list

Highlights
• Hosts provide highlights and associated audio marker positions 

and pull quote (ex: up to 10/episode depending on length & 
content).

Save/Share Functions
• Save highlights to personal highlights list via:

- Interface: episode timeline bar or highlights tab (lists highlights 
for current or newest episode, in chronological order) 

- Audio command (when user is driving or doing dishes)
- Interaction with headphone/cable (when user is working out, 

ex: triple press)
(These last two may be V2+ depending on technical complexity)

• Share highlights
- From podcast highlights tab or user highlights list
- To existing share platforms (email, social media, document 

sharing, clipboard, etc.)
- Include catchy pull quote and visually rich/type-driven imagery 

or animated gif pre-formatted for the supported platforms
- Investigate sharing to Instagram because of popularity of quote 

sharing (image/copy text but no listen link)
- User can add an optional note

• Manage highlights
- Option to sort/filter/group by date, podcast, episode 
- Unsave and share from personal highlights list

Recipient/Audience
• Receives/sees compelling pull quote/image and can listen to 

highlight via the app (if user), or web landing page with option to 
install the app (if non-user)

V2+  
Expanded User Profile
• Additional user information including interests, external social 

links, listening history, etc.
• Podcast hosts may have additional profile information than 

listeners
• Ability to follow other users, view their profiles, listening 

history, and saved lists

Highlights
• Potential algorithm to predict highlights and marker position 

within audio, allowing hosts to check off which ones to use
• User submitted highlights (could get messy and turn away core 

users, might need to allow users ability to see host highlights, 
user highlights, or both - TBD)

Save/Share Functions
• From other users’ highlight lists
• Share highlights

- To other users within the app
- Options to customize font/color/image formatting on 

shareable assets
• Comment on timeline highlights (private or public, again might 

need to be a user option to enable/disable viewing - TBD)
• Manage highlights

- Add tags to highlights (host and/or users, public and/or 
private - TBD)

- Create/edit highlight lists (private, public, and collaborative 
with other users)

Discovery
• Influencer curated highlight lists 
• Smarter, more specific recommendation engines matching users 

to content and other users

The first version of the Highlight feature 
is expected to be used primarily for 
sharing reference points to friends and 
colleagues (ex: a data point on a 
research topic, an interview with a 
client CEO, a hilarious comedic moment 
that reminds a user of a friend). 

If the concept takes off, additional 
features can be introduced in future 
versions to encourage user collaboration 
within the app, broader social sharing, 
and trusted discovery mechanisms.



User Journey:
Save and Share a Highlight
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• Mary has arrived at the Now Playing 
page via the Last Played Episode bar, 
Listen Later queue, More Info screen, 
or Front Page.

• As she listens to the episode and 
hears a moment she wants to highlight, 
she taps the star at the corresponding 
notch on the timeline bar.  The star 
changes color and saves to her 
personal highlights list (see slide 21).

• If she decides a highlight isn’t actually 
worth saving, she taps the star again 
and it returns to its original color (and 
the highlight is removed from her 
saved highlights list). 

User Journey: 

Save a Highlight

Episode Highlights

Note:  These mocks assume the timeline is always visible so ad placement needs to be considered in the design.
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• Mary wants to share a highlight with a 
friend, so she taps the Highlights tab.

• Stars indicate her saved highlights for 
this episode, and a pull quote and time 
stamp provide further identification. 

• To share the highlight, she clicks the 
share icon and selects the preferred 
platform. In this example, she selects 
Gmail, which launches her email client.

• She selects a contact, optionally adds a 
note, and sends.

User Journey: 

Share a Highlight

Highlights for 
the current
(or newest)
episode in 
chronological
order

Mary can also 
save / unsave
highlights from
this page

Clicking the 
highlight row 
launches the 
Highlight 
Preview screen 
(see slide 21)
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Mary’s friend Nicole (in this example, a 
non-user) receives a nicely formatted 
email with the highlight pull quote, 
podcast and episode information, a note 
from Mary, and listening access based on 
her user status: 

• Non-user: the link sends her to a 
Stitcher web page to play the highlight 
and access other information.

• To-be user: the email also includes a 
link taking her to the appropriate app 
store to install the app. 

• User: the Stitcher app launches and 
she is directed to the highlight preview 
screen (see slide 21).

User Journey: 

Receive a Highlight

Non-user is
directed to
the web highlight
preview page

Note: Oops, I forgot to include Mary’s personal message in this mock - let’s definitely incorporate in the design!
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Mary accesses her saved highlights from 
her profile/top-level list icon. There, she 
can manage and share her saved 
highlights.

The highlight preview screen looks the 
same regardless of whether it was 
accessed from the podcast episode 
highlights tab or the user’s saved 
highlights screen.

If another user received a shared 
highlight and was directed to the 
preview screen, the back arrow would 
take her to that podcast’s episode 
highlights tab.

User Journey: 

Manage Highlights

Manage
highlights

Access other
profile lists 
and options

Clicking a
highlight row
opens the 
preview screen



Additional Considerations
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Test & Launch
Prototype Test 
• Conduct interviews with a small group of content providers and listeners with basic 
functioning prototype to obtain feedback and gain proof of concept

• Incorporate feedback and build out functionality

Beta Test 
• Partner with a key content provider to facilitate a smooth and easy process for 
marking highlights and gathering pull quotes and creating shareable content

• Deploy with 2-5% of users, providing an onboard message for the new feature
• Gather feedback and resolve bugs

Launch 
• Partner with major content providers for cross-promotional opportunities
• Partner with key influencers to share highlights
• Stitcher email and social media campaign with curated highlights
• Start gathering data! 
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Risks
• Podcast hosts may not want to take on the extra work of adding highlight markers to 
the audio

• Listeners may not be interested in sharing highlights as it hasn’t yet been proven for 
podcasts

• Listeners who are unable to save a highlight while listening to an episode may not go 
back and do so after the fact because it’s less spontaneous
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Metrics Engagement 
• Quantity of users saving and sharing highlights
• Quantity of highlight saves and shares
• Quantity of shared highlights clicked through by recipient or social media network  

(and breakdown for specific channels)
• Quantity of active users within existing user base
• Time spent using the app
• Session intervals
• Quantity of users and time spent listening to podcasts from participating hosts
• Number of participating podcasts
• Customer feedback and app version rating

Conversion/Acquisition 
• Quantity of non-users who have become users (both highlight share recipients and others)

Retention 
• Quantity of users returning to use the app

Additional Data to Track: 
• Most popular platform(s) for sharing highlights
• Highlights with the most saves and shares

Note:  Would also consider user acquisition cost, and revenue/listener, in addition to longer term financial metrics.



Thank you!


